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Overview
1. What is reading comprehension?
2. Why are there individual differences in reading
comprehension?
3. The language bases of poor reading comprehension
4. Interventions: what and when?
5. Conclusions
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1. What is reading comprehension?

identify the
words

Denise was stuck
in a jam.
She was worried
what her boss
would say.

The Alphabetic Principle
• The fundamental insight that our
26 letters represent language
(meaning) via sound (phonology)
• Kids need to learn the systematic
mappings between letters and
sounds. Hard as…
• Speech sounds are ambiguous
• Mappings are not consistent
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Inconsistency in mappings
• The letter p at the start
of a word:

• The letter e at the start
of a word

• Pit
• Photo
• Pterodactyl

• End
• Eat
• Eye
• English
• Early
• Eight…

Inconsistency in mappings

From ‘The Reading Mind’,
Daniel Willingham, 2017

• Learning to read words is about internalizing the
mappings between
• Orthography and phonology
• Orthography and morphology (meaning)

• Basic skills, plus lots of practice and experience
• Critical ‘front end’ to comprehension
• But clearly, more to reading comprehension than
being able to read individual words. What else
matters?
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activate
contextuallyappropriate
meanings
identify the
words

Denise was stuck
in a jam.
She was worried
what her boss
would say.

What does the word red mean?
• The British tourists expected all postboxes to be red.
• Their account was deeply in the red.
• The red carpet had been rolled out to receive the
successful students.
• Were Lady Macbeth’s hands just as red as those of
her husband?

This example is from Oakhill, Cain & Elbro (2015) Understanding & Teaching Reading
Comprehension

Slide from Dr Jenni Rodd, UCL, https://jennirodd.com
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Slide from Dr Jenni Rodd, UCL, https://jennirodd.com

Dugong
The dugong has been hunted for thousands of years for
its meat and oil. Traditional hunting has great cultural
significance throughout its range. The dugong’s current
distribution is reduced and disjoint, and many
populations are close to extinction (Wikipedia, June 2013)

This example is from Oakhill, Cain & Elbro (2015) Understanding & Teaching Reading
Comprehension
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activate
contextuallyappropriate
meanings
identify the
words

Denise was stuck
in a jam.
She was worried
what her boss
would say.

causal
connections

Text connectives
• Dan was very late. He got the bus.
• Dan was very late because he got the bus.
• Dan was very late although he got the bus.
• Dan was very late so he got the bus.
This example is from Oakhill, Cain & Elbro (2015) Understanding & Teaching Reading
Comprehension

• Sandra lied to Elaine because she was gullible
(godtroende; naiv)

• Sandra lied to Elaine because she was scared

Garnham, 2001
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activate
contextuallyappropriate
meanings
identify the
words

Denise was stuck
in a jam.
She was worried
what her boss
would say.

inferences

causal
connections

Inferences
The children were on a school trip to the aquarium. They
were watching a turtle swim slowly along in a large tank.
The small reptile suddenly jumped out of the tank and
surprised the children
Mr Jones was on his way to a meeting and it was almost
5 o’clock. He looked up at the dark grey clouds in the
sky. He let out a big sigh and put his umbrella up sadly

activate
contextuallyappropriate
meanings
identify the
words

background
knowledge

Denise was stuck
in a jam.
She was worried
what her boss
would say.

inferences

causal
connections
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Background knowledge
Carol Harris was a problem child from birth.
She was wild, stubborn, and violent. By the time
Carol turned eight, she was still unmanageable.
Her parents were very concerned about her
mental health. There was no good institution for
her problem in her State. Her parents finally
decided to take some action. They hired a
private teacher

Carol Harris is Helen Keller

activate
contextuallyappropriate
meanings
identify the
words

Denise was stuck
in a jam.
She was worried
what her boss
would say.

inferences

causal
connections

From Willingham, 2017

background
knowledge

Monitoring &
updating

active construction of
meaning:
mental representation
of the situation
described by the text

Time flies like an arrow
Over 50 interpretations if read (and over 100 if heard!)
the first word could be ‘time’ as measured by a watch, or time
as in time an athlete or ‘thyme’ if spoken. ‘Flies’ could be what
a plane does, or it could be an insect or the zipper on trousers.
‘Time files’ could be a kind of fly, a command, a new kind of
zipper, or a subject and its verb….and there must be someone
called Ann Arrow somewhere in the world …the spoken version
could even be understood as ‘time flies like a narrow …’ and
‘time flies liken arrow…’ … giving a total of around180 different
interpretations
Altmann, 1997, p. 85
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What is reading comprehension?
The act of constructing meaning from what we
read
It’s complex: the emerging product of set of
cognitive and linguistic processes operating over a
text

2. Why are there individual differences in
reading comprehension?

activate
contextuallyappropriate
meanings
identify the
words

Denise was stuck
in a jam.
She was worried
what her boss
would say.

inferences

causal
connections

background
knowledge

Monitoring &
updating

active construction of
meaning:
mental representation
of the situation
described by the text
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“linguistic
comprehension”

“word reading”

READING
COMPREHENSION
Simple View of Reading:
both components necessary,
neither alone is sufficient

Good comprehension

Dyslexia

Good
readers

Poor
decoding

Good
decoding

Poor
readers

Poor
comps

Poor comprehension

Who are Poor Comprehenders?
Kim stopped on her way to school. In the middle
of the traffic lay two children. Their bicycles had
crashed into each other. Kim ran quickly to help.
She saw that no-one was hurt. The children
pointed to a television camera. ‘We are taking
part in a road safety lesson’ they said.
1. Where was Kim going?
2. Why did Kim stop?
3. What had happened to the bikes?
4. How do you think Kim felt?
5. What did Kim do?
6. Were the children hurt?
7. What were the children really doing?
8. How did Kim find out what was happening?
Example from Neale Analysis of Reading Ability
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Who are Poor Comprehenders?
• Average word readers for age
but poor at reading
comprehension
• Approx. 7% of population in
mid-childhood

12 0
11 0
10 0
90
80

• Critical that children identified
and their needs are met
• Useful population to assess
theoretical questions

70
60

Comprehension
Skilled

Acc uracy
Le ss-Skille d

Typical Research Strategy
• Screen classrooms to find poor comprehenders and a
comparison group (usually matched for age, nonverbal
ability and word reading)
• Design an experiment that tests whether poor
comprehenders perform differently on a specific aspect
of reading comprehension
• Most experiments are with 7-10 year olds

• For these children, not with reading words
• Difficulty holding information in memory
• Difficulty understanding words, or accessing their
meanings rapidly and in context
• Difficulty connecting ideas in text
• Difficulty making inferences
• Less knowledge and difficulty bringing knowledge to
bear when reading
• Difficulty using strategies to foster comprehension
overlapping and interactive –
not mutually exclusive and no
‘magic profile’
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3. The language bases of poor reading
comprehension

• Reading develops from an oral language base
• Do poor comprehenders find aspects of oral
language difficult?
• And, if so, is this causally implicated in their
difficulties with reading comprehension?

Oral language:
complex and multi-dimensional
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Normal performance on range of
phonological tasks
80

• Phoneme awareness

75

• Spoonerisms
• Nonword repetition

% Correct

• Rhyme tasks

70
65
60

• Rapid naming

55

• Digit span

50
Phoneme
Deletion

Oddity

Poor Comprehenders

CNRep
Controls

Nation et al, 2004

Semantic task: synonym judgement
vs.
Phonological task: rhyme judgement

1100

21.3%

1000

RT (msec)

900
800
700

9.4%
< 1%

600

2.7%

500
400
300
200
Synonym Task
Poor Comprehenders

Rhyme Task
Controls

Nation & Snowling, 1988
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• Considerable evidence base that phonological
aspects of language (generally) OK
• But (many, not all) poor comprehenders show
relative weaknesses on tasks tapping nonphonological aspects of language

Ö

x

x

Show diagram again

?

Fuelled by good phonology

Hindered by poor language

x

Ö

“linguistic
comprehension”

“word reading”

READING
COMPREHENSION
Simple View of Reading:
both components necessary, neither alone is sufficient

from language….

Good non-phono
language

Dyslexia

Good
readers

Poor
phonology

Good
phonology

Poor
readers

Poor
comps

Poor non-phono
language
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Good comprehension

… to reading

Dyslexia

Good
readers

Poor
decoding

Good
decoding

Poor
readers

Poor
comps

Poor comprehension

What’s cause and what’s effect?
Oral language weaknesses ® poor reading
comprehension
Poor reading comprehension ® oral language
weaknesses
• Reading is major determiner of vocabulary growth
• Poor comprehenders read less leading to deficits in
comprehension and vocabulary becoming compounded over
time
• Written language is harder and so places additional challenges

Approximately 250 children at each time point drawn from 17 Primar y Schools
in Oxfordshire

Time 1
Beginning
Reception

Time 2
End
Reception

Combination of standardised
tests, experiments, teacher
ratings, parent report and
school achievement at each
time point

Time 3
Mid-End
Year 1

Time 4
Mid-End
Year 2

Time 5
Mid-End
Year 3

Nation, et al., 2010
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Just one question, for today!
If oral language weaknesses ® poor
reading comprehension…
… then language weaknesses should be
evident early in development, before
reading comprehension fails

Group Selection: NARA (8.0 years)
120
110
100
Compre he nsion

90

Accura cy
80
70
60
Poor Comps

Controls

NARA reading accuracy over time
No evidence of slow star t
to word reading
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NARA reading comprehension over time

Listening Comprehension

Reading Comprehension

120
110
100
90
80
70
60
Listen Comp 6

Listen Comp 7
Poor Comps

Read Comp 6

Read Comp 7

Controls

120
110
100
Poor Comps
Controls

90
80
70
60
TROG 5

WI SC Comp 5
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Recalling Sentences

Sentence Structure

110
100
90
80
70
60
Rsent 6

Rsent 7

Rsent 8
Poor Comps

Ststr 6

Stsr 7

Stsr 8

Controls

120
110
100
90
80
70
60
Voca b 5

Voca b 6

Voca b 7

Poor Comps

Voca b 8

Controls

• Children who go on to become poor
comprehenders:
• Are good word readers from the outset
• (have appropriate phonological skills from the outset)
• Start school with lower levels of oral language

• Differences in oral language are fairly modest but
nevertheless consistent across time and across
measures (and studies)

Nation, et al., 2010
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Good non-phono
language

Dyslexia

Good
readers

Poor
phonology

Good
phonology

Poor
readers

Poor
comps

Poor non-phono
language

… to reading

Good comprehension

Dyslexia

Good
readers

Poor
decoding

Good
decoding

Poor
readers

Poor
comps

Poor comprehension

• But, important to note that reading
comprehension influences oral language too
• Written language is not spoken language written
down
• Differences in vocabulary density and diversity and in
syntactic complexity
• Reading comprehension therefore brings additional
challenges

• Complexities and reciprocal interactions, once
children are reading (and comprehending)
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Why are there individual differences in
reading comprehension?

Weak spoken language puts children at risk for many
aspects of reading comprehension
• Difficulty holding information in memory
• Difficulty understanding words, or accessing their
meanings rapidly and in context
• Difficulty connecting ideas in text
• Difficulty making inferences
• Less knowledge and difficulty bringing knowledge to bear
when reading
• Difficulty using strategies to foster comprehension
[And reading words too for ‘non-specific kids’]

Interim Summary
• Reading comprehension is complex and multi-faceted
both in the moment, and developmentally
• Its critical foundation provided by both the alphabetic
principle and oral language
• Most reading comprehension problems associated with
poor word reading
• However, some children (poor comprehenders) read
well but understand poorly
• These children tend have poor oral language which
places them at risk of difficulties with reading
comprehension
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4. Interventions: what and when

Intervention Studies
• Why do intervention studies?
• To test the efficacy of an intervention to establish
whether it should be used in the classroom
• To test a causal theory
• If poor reading comprehension is a consequence of problems
with oral language, improving oral language should lead to
increases in reading comprehension (i.e. cause and effect)

Reading comprehension instruction
Two broad approaches:
1. Instruction that focuses on reading comprehension
itself

2. Instruction that develops the oral language skills that
provide the foundation to reading comprehension
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activate
contextuallyappropriate
meanings
identify the
words

background
knowledge

Denise was stuck
in a jam.
She was worried
what her boss
would say.

inferences

causal
connections

Monitoring &
updating

active construction of
meaning:
mental representation
of the situation
described by the text

Promote teaching that
supports active strategies,
inferences and monitoring

Highly recommended: packing with ideas and tips focussing on reading
comprehension instruction for poor readers
AND ALL CHILDREN!

Awareness of when an inference is
needed
Sleepy Jack was late for school again.
• Analyse text for cues
• Explore words for information they provide and
discuss reasons and implications for word choice
• Who, why, what, where….
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Reading comprehension instruction
Two broad approaches:
1. Instruction that focuses on reading comprehension
itself

!

2. Instruction that develops the oral language skills that
provide the foundation to reading comprehension

The York Reading for Meaning Project
http://readingformeaning.co.uk

Clarke, P., Snowling, M. J., Truelove, E., & Hulme, C . (2010).
Psychological Science, 21, 1106-1116.
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The York READing for MEaning Project
Clarke, Hulme, Truelove & Snowling, 2010

Randomized design control; N=40 poor
comprehenders in each arm of the study
3x30 mins per week x 20 weeks, delivered by
trained TAs (Manuals, training, tutorials and
observation)
Post-intervention test plus longer term follow-up 11
months later
http://readingformeaning.co.uk/materials/

***

*
*

**
*

***

All three groups improve relative to waiting list controls at
first test point. Oral language group showed greatest
improvement and maintenance over time; gains moderated
by vocabulary
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***

*
*

**
***

*

All three groups improve relative to waiting list controls at
first test point. Oral language group showed greatest
improvement and maintenance over time; gains moderated
by vocabulary

***

*
*

**
***

*

All three groups improve relative to waiting list controls at
first test point. Oral language group showed greatest
improvement and maintenance over time; gains moderated
by vocabulary

Reading comprehension instruction
Two broad approaches:
1. Instruction that focuses on reading comprehension
itself

!

2. Instruction that develops the oral language skills that
provide the foundation to reading comprehension

!
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Interventions: what and when

From Language to Reading
• Low language at school entry confirmed risk factor for
poor reading comprehension
• Does an oral language programme targeting vocabulary
and narrative skills improve the language skills of
preschool and Reception children with weak oral
language skills?
• And does this improve the children’s response to
reading instruction at school entry? And improve their
reading comprehension skills?

Fricke, Bowyer-Crane, Haley, Hulme & Snowling, (2013)
Carroll, Bowyer-Crane, Duff, Hulme & Snowling (2011)
http://nuffieldfoundation.org/nuffield-early-language-intervention

•
•

Children in nursery or early reception with low language
Intensive, 30-week oral language programme delivered by trained TAs to groups
of 3-4 children
Nursery

• 3 x 15 min sessions per week
• Group sessions (2-4 children)

(10 weeks)

• Narrative, vocabulary,
listening

Reception 1

• 3 x 30 min group sessions
• 2 x 15 min individual sessions

(10 weeks)

• Narrative, vocabulary,
listening

Reception 2
(10 weeks)

• 3 x 30 min group sessions
• 2 x 15 min individual sessions
• added letter sound
knowledge and phonological
awareness

Note: Both Intervention and Waiting
list group receiving phonics
instruction in mainstream classroom
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Intervention effects on language

(after 30 weeks intervention; plotted relative to
waiting list control)

0.43 0.13 0.46 1.18 0.33

0.32 0.60 1.24 0.83

Outcomes 6 months later
(relative to wait list control)
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Gains in Reading Comprehension via Language Gains

Field trials of Nuffield Early Language Intervention to
date show that:
• Oral language work can be successfully delivered in
school settings
• In the early years, robust evidence that vocabulary and
narrative skills can improve significantly
• Improvements in oral language impact literacy
development, especially reading comprehension
• BUT there is no quick fix:
• Interventions need to be of high quality
• Excellent implementation is of key importance
• Short interventions may have specific effects but little
generalization
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5. Conclusions

Take Home Messages I
• Reading comprehension is complex and multi-faceted
both in the moment, and developmentally
• Its critical foundation provided by both the alphabetic
principle and oral language
• Most reading comprehension problems associated with
poor word reading
• Some children (poor comprehenders) read well, but
understand poorly
• These children tend to start school with lower levels of
oral language

Take Home Messages II
• Improving oral language is associated with
improvements in reading comprehension
• Oral language intervention just before school entry
produces positive effects on language and then on
reading
• Once children are reading, comprehension is supported
by explicit instruction in ‘tips and tricks’ and strategies
• But no “quick-fix”: sustained and repeated practice
needed: reading experience and a rich diet of varied
reading matters
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